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First we will make the hat. I used our paper In and Out hat as a guide.  Or you can cut a rectangle 
approximately 3 inches by 11 inches.  This style is basically one size fits all, but you may find 
you need to adjust for the littlest of heads. 

I was wanting to take advantage of this bottom gusset that would normally help the bag sit flat. 
In this case that portion of the bag is going to be the top of my hat. 

  

I centered the hat at the bottom of the bag and cut. 

 

Then I turned the hat inside out and sewed along both short sides to make the hat complete. 



 

 

 Then I turned the hat right side out and cut the bottom edge with scalloped shears. 

 

This gave the edge a nice finish.  



This is what you should have left when you are done making your hat. You will save the top 
portion and its finished edge to use for the front apron pocket. You will save the bottom portion 
to make two one inch wide apron straps or ties. 

 

Now you take your second tote bag and deconstruct it by making it one flat piece of fabric.  

 

 

 



You will do this by cutting down the side of the bag following the seam. 

.  

 

 

Then when you come to the bottom of the bag just keep cutting following the seam lines until 
you have all the seams open and the bag will now lie flat. 

 



At this point you will need the recipient of the apron to try it on for size to see how you will need 
to adjust it in the following steps. First cut the handles off which ever end will be the bottom of 
the apron.  Both ends at this point are the same so it doesn't matter which end you choose unless 
your tote bag has a directional print or a design that would look best as the top or bottom. 

Now slip the other handle around the neck of the recipient. Check first to see that this strap is big 
or small enough.  You will be able to tell by looking at how the apron falls on the wearer's chest 
and adjust this accordingly by making the strap smaller or larger.  To make it larger you may 
need to use your discarded strap and sew it to the existing strap to make it longer.  I found with a 
5 year old that the existing strap on this particular tote was just the right fit.  

Next, mark how long you want the apron.  Instead of cutting it off at the bottom you will fold the 
middle where the accordion like folds are and fold it until it is the right length for the wearer. 
Then pin it and top stitch it down. This keeps the already finished bottom intact and saves you 
from having to hem it.  

Also to give the top of the apron its apron shape you will want to cut the top corner at an angle. 
You can just eye ball it and then use the cut out corner on the other side as a pattern so the two 
corners will be symmetrical.  

 



 

 

Here it is folded up and ready to be top stitched. You can see though that even after it is top 
stitched that it will have two triangular shaped cut outs on each side. But don't worry we will be 
covering it up with a pocket on the front of the apron.  



 

 

In the above photo it is all ready to be top stitched along the fold. Once you get it top stitched 
then you are ready to make the ties for the back of the apron. 



 

Take your left over scraps from the first tote bag you used to make your hat and cut strips to the 
size of your choosing. I made mine approximately 1 inch wide. You will want to cut the bag 
straight across which will make one big loop.  Then you can cut the loop to make one long strip.  
Cut two of these strips and then sew them to either side of the apron. 

 



 

 

I sewed them on the way you see straps sewn onto totes with an x shape inside a square for extra 
security. 



 

Next use the top part of your left over scrap as your front pocket. This will again give you a nice 
hem to your pocket.  I made my pocket as wide as the apron and about 3 1/2 inches deep. 

As this is a non-fraying type of material and also a difficult material to iron I just left the side 
edges of the pocket unfinished and top stitched the pocket right to the front of the apron.  I made 
sure to cover those triangle shaped cut outs on the front of the apron. I topstitched down the side 
of the pocket , then across the bottom and then up the other side.  

I trimmed up any messy edges that were left hanging over the side of the apron once I was 
through top-stitching.  Then, I topstitched two separate lines down the front of the pocket piece 
creating three pockets. I spaced my lines so the two pockets on either side were smaller than the 
middle pocket. 

The great thing about this pocket is that it covers up those triangular cut outs. The down side is 
that those cut outs keep those two side pockets from being functional. For me I was in a hurry to 
get this finished for the lemonade stand the next day so this was ok but, if you want all 3 pockets 
to be useful you will want to find a way to cover the triangular cut outs before adding the pocket.  
I just didn't take the time to do so.   



 

Once the pocket is sewn on you are done! This is a quick and easy project that is lots of fun. I 
hope you will go make some aprons for some favorite little ones and then have them serve you 
up some lemonade for all your hard work! 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


